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computer.Q: A wire-less mouse click field A
local contractor sold me a mouse for $20
because I had lied and said my computer
was too broken to be fixed at all. Since I
have no use for it and am surrounded by
too many mice already, I wish to throw it

away. It's a Logitech Mouse G 5 without the
multi-button ability. I am attaching an

image of the bottom of the mouse. What
would be the components for this? The

surface of the button when pressed is flat
and seemingly doesn't press inward. I'm
not sure if that is the actual shape of the

button, or the shape of the field where the
pressure is actually applied. I wish to turn it

into an animation and link it to a MIDI
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instrument. A: The "feeling" of a pressed
button on a computer mouse is generally

provided by some type of mechanical
switch located underneath the rubber part

of the mouse (this is what I've seen on
newer mice, at least). By understanding

how the switch works, you could attempt to
make a replacement. There are basically

two common ways to accomplish the same
function: Some variation of a slider

mechanism. This will have a pair of parallel
sliders and a fixed resistor. The mouse is

designed so that when you press the
button, the slider nearest the button

contacts the top and bottom of the resistor,
creating a resistance path which the mouse

recognizes as a button-press. Thus you
could just use a slider of the appropriate
length and a resistor that is weak enough
to give a linear feel to a light press and

strong enough to give a momentary click to
a deep press. A rocker switch. This uses
one or more switches, controlled by an
actuator of some kind, to toggle states.
There are many ways to create a rocker
switch, but one popular kind is like the

"rod" in an old telephone switch (the sort of
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